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Abstract: We consider Saul Formiggini of Trieste, his translation of Dante’s Divine Comedy into
Hebrew (of which only Inferno was published, in 1869), responses to that translation, Formiggini’s
other writings, and especially his Dodici epigrafi poetiche celebrating Dante in 1865 (reproduced and
translated into English here), and other Jewish engagement with Dante in Trieste in Formiggini’s times.
We also consider other Italian Jews translating texts from Dante into Hebrew in the 19th or early 20th
century. We then address the Yiddish translation of Dante’s Inferno, published in Lithuania in 1932,
and the little that is known about the Yiddish poet who made that translation, Shmuel Kokhav-Shtern,
who perished in the Holocaust. We explain how the Divine Comedy was translated into Hebrew in prestate Israel and then in the State of Israel, several times between the 1920s and the present. We briefly
refer to Dante’s impact on Hebrew poets, and devote more discussion to Dante scholarship in Israel,
which in part has been done by Italian-born scholars.
Key words: Dante Alighieri; Hebrew or Yiddish translation from Dante; Dante studies in Israel;
Jewishness and modernity; Jewish integration in modern Italy or Italian-speaking Austrian Trieste.
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1. Introduction
In two companion studies, I have discussed Jewish responses to Dante in Italy, or
Italian Jewish thematic parallels to the Divine Comedy, from the Middle Ages and
early modern period (Nissan 2017a), as well as how Jewish or Jewish-born
individuals have responded to Dante — as authors of scholarly works, or assembling
libraries, or in fiction or poetry, or as visual artists — from after the Napoleonic
period to the present, in Italy, the United States, Britain, and Canada (Nissan 2017b).
The present study instead is concerned with Hebrew or Yiddish translators from
Dante, as well as with Dante scholarship from Israel. Translations into Hebrew began
with the publication in Trieste in 1869 of Saul Formiggini’s1 translation of Inferno.
Tracing Jewish responses to Dante among Italy’s Jews in the Middle Ages and in the
modern period has already been the subject of Salah (2013). My present study has
brought to light further aspects from a different perspective, and also encompasses
North American Jews (Nissan 2017a), and Israelis (in this article). In fact, the list of
individuals Salah and I have identified and treated only partly overlaps. Outside Italy,
including in pre-state Israel and the State of Israel, modern Jews have taken interest in
Dante because of his place in world literature. In Lithuania, a Yiddish translation of
Inferno was published, by an author about whom little is known, and who perished in
the Holocaust.
Complicating factors in pre-state Israel up to a flurry of competing Dante
translations in early 21st-century Israel include not only (1) Dante’s place in world
literature in a young local culture eager to be open to it, but also (2) Ze’ev
Jabotinsky’s translations from Dante and Edgar Allan Poe being landmarks in the
development of Hebrew modernistic poetry, and (3) the activities of a few Italian
Jews in Israel, such as the Dante scholar Luisa Ferretti Cuomo, who has not only been
promoting scholarly rigorous retranslation of the Divine Comedy into Hebrew with
her own commentary, but the truly extraordinary fact that in the late 2010s, a major
scholarly critical edition, in instalments in Italy, of the text of the Divine Comedy, led
by Paolo Trovato, is to carry Cuomo’s full-fledged commentary: in 2016, the
inaugural sample instalment of the project has been Cuomo commentary to Canto 34
of Inferno, where Dante and Virgilio traverse in a hurry the icy and problematically
named Giudecca (a point that Cuomo tactfully dodged). Paolo Trovato’s preface
remarks that Cuomo is an Italian who has chosen to live abroad, and that her
commentary blends the text-philology rigour of the Italian tradition of Dante
scholarship, with the attention to the narrative of American Dante scholarship. May I
add, it is exhilarating that this blend comes from a Jerusalemite scholar, and it is also
a triumph of women’s integration in the Dante scholarly community, until recent
decades almost monopolised by men.
In living memory, Dante women scholars would stand out because of a book of
theirs: such are the case of Teodolinda Barolini (who is institutionally powerful in
New York Italian studies), and the case of another American, the late Irma Brandeis
(see Nissan 2017b), who apart from her ancestral Jewishness, is also interesting here
because in Italy she is especially known not because of her scholarship, but rather for
being the muse of the poet Eugenio Montale whom he refers to as “Clizia” in his
poetry. Montale is also relevant because of his sympathetic review (Montale 1928) —
when he was young, up and coming, and the poet Angiolo Orvieto was institutionally
powerful because of his literary journal — of a book of verse by Orvieto expressing
1
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his being torn between his Jewish identity and his Tuscan identity (Nissan 2017b). In
fact. Orvieto sought a parallel between his Renaissance Florentine Jewish protagonist
and alter ego, and Dante, both of them with Oriental ancestry: either Jewish, or
Etruscan. Laura Orvieto’s testimony of this couple seeking comfort in Dante, their
lifelong moral model, when in hiding from the Nazis is poignant; that was also the
experience of a scholar, Attilio Momigliano (Nissan 2017b).
2. Saul Formiggini’s First Full Translation of the Divine Comedy into Hebrew
The Divine Comedy was first translated into Hebrew in full by Saul Menahem
Formiggini, a physician and Jewish communal leader in Trieste, born in 1807, and
who died in 1873. His translation of Inferno was published in 1869 in Trieste, by the
insurance firm Lloyd Austriaco (now Lloyd Adriatico). Shaul Formiggini also
translated Purgatorio and Paradiso, but these other two translations were never
published. Their manuscript was rediscovered in 1912 by Salvatore Sabbadini, as
reported in a text (1923) he began by stating Dante’s ideas about the afterlife being
derived from Jewish ones,2 through the conduit of the Fathers of the Church. (At the
end of a final “Nota”, Sabbadini referred to the publication of Jabotinsky’s new
translation as being imminent.) The Hebrew title Formiggini gave the Divine Comedy
is Séfer mar’ót Elokím (i.e., Book of Visions of God). Its standard name in Hebrew in
the 20th and 21st centuries is (by literal, calque translation of the Italian and
international title) Ha-Qomédyah ha-Elohít. In 1847, his Dante medico (Dante the
Physician) was published (with no indication of the place): Formiggini’s medical
profession and his interest in Dante had come together in that text. By the time his
Hebrew translation of Dante’s Inferno was published, he had already been knighted
(as a Cavaliere): “La Divina Commedia ... Traduzione ebraica di S. cav. dr.
Formiggini” (1869). In 1871, a text by Lelio (Hillèl) Della Torre (Cuneo, 1805 –
Padua, 1871) was published in octavo in Padua: Sull’Inferno di Dante fatto ebraico
dal Signor S. cav. dott. Formiggini lettere due ... Con appendice ebraica. Rabbi Della
Torre was critical of Formiggini’s unidiomatic translation and denied the usefulness
of a Hebrew translation, and yet he exemplified how to better translate (into Hebrew
prose) from Inferno the Canto of Count Ugolino. Lelio Della Torre is the subject of Di
Segni (1989).
In 1865, for the sixth centennial of Dante’s birth, a pamphlet in octavo, of just six
pages, comprising twelve Italian poems (in all capitals), “del dott. S. Formiggini”,
was published in Trieste: Dodici epigrafi poetiche a centone dantesco del dott. S.
Formiggini pel secentesimo anniversario natalizio di Dante Alighieri che Tergeste
anch’essa festeggia nel maggio dell’anno MDCCCLXV. The author was Saul
Menahem Formiggini (this is also the identification in Salah 2013, p. 186), but the
COPAC database of university libraries in the British Isles indicates Samuele
Formiggini as being the author instead, which is an error. At any rate, that poetic text
includes references to Trieste, but not to Jewishness.
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Cf. Himmelfarb’s (1983) Tours of Hell: An Apocalyptic Form in Jewish and Christian Literature,
Bockmuehl and Stroumsa’s edited volume (2010) Paradise in Antiquity: Jewish and Christian Views.
Also consider Bremmer’s (2010) “Orphic, Roman, Jewish and Christian Tours of Hell”.
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A painting portraying Saul Formiggini. Courtesy of the Civici Musei di Storia ed Arte in
Trieste, where its inventory number is inv.20233. Note the medals Formiggini is wearing.

Saul Formiggini published in 1863 a booklet, Sull’epigrafia italiana (On Italian
Epigraphy), in which he included some epigraphs he had authored himself.
Formiggini and Kandler (1844) published celebratory epigraphs, occasioned by a
royal visit (Epigrafi in occasione della fausta presenza delle LL.MM.II.RR. [= Loro
Maestà Imperial Regie] Ferdinando e Maria Anna nella città di Trieste). Formiggini
published (1844a), a collection of his writings, being a volume of nearly 200 pages.
Formiggini also jointly directed an illustrated periodical, Letture di famiglia ovvero Il
Mondo illustrato, with Occioni and Boschetti, from 1852 to 1862.
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3. Saul Formiggini’s Dodici epigrafi poetiche Celebrating Dante in 1865
Saul Formiggini’s Italian poem in praise of Dante — but formally and as claimed by
the author in the very title of his pamphlet, a series of celebratory inscriptions
(epígrafi) — begins with as epigraph (as meant in English) on top, “il più bel fior ne
coglie” (“picks its most beautiful flower”). This is the motto of the Accademia della
Crusca in Florence, a traditionally purist academy of the Italian language (now still
extant and prestigious). That motto3 was adopted by the Accademia della Crusca on
14 March 1590 as an expression of its programmatic purism, and is an adaptation of
Petrarch’s hemistich “e ’l più bel fior ne colse” (“and picked its most beautiful
flower”), from his Canzoniere 73.36.
By describing the text units as “epigrafi” rather than stanzas (strofe), Saul
Formiggini freed himself from the constraints of metre and rhyme. Hence his use of
all capitals, as though those stanzas were inscriptions carved in stone.
The following is my translation of Formiggini’s poem:4
I.
O divine poet, a uppermost luminary,
Who stayest now there who joy is eternal,5
“Let the long study and the great love be worth enough,
Which made me seek thy volume”, [Dante’s words to Virgil (Inferno 1.83 – 84)]
So that I be able to express in part thy praise,
In this memorable, sacred day,
In which five hundred and one hundred joined together
Mark the time since thy glorious birth,
That she, the great ruler of provinces, Italy,
From the lighthouse to the Alps unanimously celebrates.
II.
O just judge of every human fault,
Let either a tiara cover thy head, or a royal mantle,
Thou art always great, incorruptible, firm,
“Because I thee over thee crown and make thee mitred”.6
III.
Thou every modern science divinedst,
Thou desirest the heaven, now from a cup, now from an edge,
Prophesying about the Pole that then was not known,
Of the Southern Cross the four stars,
“Never seen except by the earliest people”.7
IV.
3

http:// www.treccani.it/vocabolario/il-piu-bel-fior-ne-coglie/
My own subjective impression of the first part of this poem somewhat resembles the structure of a
famous Hebrew mystical hymn for Rabbi Shim‘on bar Yoḥai, the most prominent mystic of Judaism.
That is not the case of the second part in which Saul Formiggini proposes that Trieste and her karstic
surroundings gave Dante ideas for his depiction of Hell, and of the third part, in which Formiggini is
concerned with Dante’s Paradiso.
5
The Italian word Formiggini uses here is s’insempra: he is using a Dante neologism (Paradiso
10.148).
6
Purgatory 27.142. The setting is the Earthly paradise on top of the mountain of Purgatory.
7
Dante sees such four stars, then uses that line (Purgatory 1.24).
4
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And in the Old and New Testaments,
Thou showest doctrine unspeakably deep,
And thou prizest anywhere thou findest merits,
Justice proclaiming in that line of verse of thine:
“Where is his guilt, if he does not believe?”,8
Placing very close in august places
The uppermost keys, and the leader of Israel.
Joshua, with Godfrey [of Bouillon] and Charlemagne
And close to Saul, the ancient father
“Of whom every bride is both a daughter and a daughter in law”, 9
And the cantor10 of the Holy Ghost
“Who Moved the Ark [of the Covenant] from town to town,
And both more and less than a king he was on that occasion”. 11
V.
And thy knowledge grows so much,
That like at the allegorical mountain,
“As much as one goes further up, the less he does evil”, 12
Once thou arrivedst there, thou lookedst down towards us, mortals,
“Like a lion when he rests”,13
Thou showedst that our language can,
And any other naming is the colour of grass
That comes and goes away…
VI.
“Love that to a gentle heart rapt is taken”,
“In all places he is emperor and here it rules”,
This was such in thy Vita Nuova,
Which only by grace, and partly, is unveiled;
Now be thou our teacher and leader
And see to it that for us, too, be discernible
“The second beauty that thou hidest”.
VII.
O happy Trieste, were she to think
Of those wise, true admonitions,
That thou givest her by addressing Florence,
And firstly she [Trieste] would bear in mind
“The nouveaux riches [la gente nuova] and the sudden gains
That pride and excess have generated”.14
8

“Where is his guilt, if he does not believe?” has as subject the unbaptised Indian (Paradiso 19.78):
here Saul Formiggini is certainly extrapolating to Jews like himself. Thus, Formiggini is anticipating
by forty years the point Rodolfo Mondolfi was to make in his essay of 1904, trying to identify the place
in the hereafter that Dante reserves to the Jews.
9
This is Adam (Paradiso 26.93).
10
King David.
11
Paradiso 20.39–40. King David was scolded by his wife, Saul’s daughter, because he had been
dancing as though, in her opinion, he was a member of the lowest social class. David retorted that visà-vis God, he felt even lower than that, whereas vis-à-vis those members of the lowest class, they owe
him respect. Scripture mentions right afterwards that she remained childless all her life, and one may
infer that this was as punishment for her attitude on that given occasion.
12
Purgatorio 4.90.
13
Purgatorio 6.66.
14
Inferno 16.73–74. Saul Formiggini applies to Trieste, a commercial port town, what Dante intended
for Florence.
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VIII.
“O of the other poets honour and light”,15
Here thou strolled in the arid surroundings [of Trieste],
Perhaps entering the Cave of Vilenizza,16
Thou gathered ideas for the sacred poem,
“To which he put his hand, and heaven and earth,
And [Hell’s lowest] circles thou depictedst, and the sad hole,
That forms the bottom of all the universe
And by returning to this luminous world, 17
Thou sawest up there the beautiful things
“That heaven carries through a round hole”.18
IX.
Here [in Trieste], by the shores and in the background,
Thou sawest stones livid of holes [in Trieste’s Karst],
And Malebolge coloured like iron,
The narrow alley meeting at the crossroads the embankment,
“And one bank rises and the other one goes down”, 19
of the walk full of blind alleys and uncomfortable, 20
“Where between the fragments and the rocks of the cliff” 21
“The foot without the hand one would not put forth”. 22
X.
15

Inferno 1.82. Dante addresses Virgil with those words. Formiggini addresses so Dante himself.
In a footnote, Saul Formiggini states: “The Grotta di Corniale near Trieste, which was probably
visited by the poet during his stay in Trieste, and which, especially in the state that cave was at the time,
may have given him an idea of the places [in Hell] he so admirably described”.
17
Dante and Virgil climb through a tunnel from the very bottom of Hell to the shore of the island at the
feet of the mountain of Purgatory.
18
Inferno 34.138. This is the penultimate line of Inferno. In a footnote, the second on the same page,
Saul Formiggini stated: “In fact, this is how one sees the sky, by rising one’s eyes from the bottom of
the cave. And the same applies to what can be read in the next epigraph [i.e., stanza], no. IX”.
19
Inferno 24.40.
20
Cf. Inferno 24.61–62. Cf. ibid., lines 28–29.
21
Inferno 26.17. The musive style, piecing together a text as a mosaic with recycled fragmentary
quotations, occurs in Hebrew literature. Immanuel Romano made use of recycled quoted fragments, but
nowhere as intensively as in the 1520s Rabbi Elia Càpsali (1483–1555) of Candia, on the island of
Crete, a Venetian subject who had studied in the Venetia in Italy, was going to do in Seder Eliyahu
Zuta (see Capsali 1975–1983, a critical edition), a chronicle of the Ottoman, of Venice, and of Spain, a
work that Saul Formiggini had no way of knowing. Capsali authored in ornate Hebrew the history of
the Ottomans and of Venice in 1517, and that of the Jews in Turkey, Spain and Venice in 1523,
allegedly while secluded at home during the plague.
Capsali’s other languages were Greek and Italian, not Turkish, and yet his Ottoman history is quite
entertaining. Its style is a mosaic of fragments of verses from Scripture, recycled for the purpose of
expressing new content. The effect is sometimes surprisingly clever. Aleida Paudice states (2006):
“E.C. reads contemporary events using Biblical episodes to hint to the different levels of history
according to his religious, providential conception of history. Most of the book is written in a highly
rhetorical and poetic style; there are only few parts where the style of the narration is plain and clear.
E.C.’s language becomes very precise in describing some matters, like military operations and sieges,
and is quite technical when it comes to his description of weapons and fortifications. E.C.’s Seder is a
very valuable source for Ottoman history especially regarding events contemporary to the author like
the conquest of Egypt and Syria and the fall of Rhodes. E.C.’s Eastern Mediterranean perspective and
his Jewish identity make his work unique. At times his historical account is precise and historically
faithful but at other times it is legendary and mythical”. Capsali’s history of Venice was discussed by
Ann Brener (1994).
22
Inferno 26.18.
16
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But when then when thou ascended to the saintly kingdom,
Here high fantasy was the only one that had power,
Without affect binding the intellect;
Even just the shadow of the happy kingdom
Thou were able to make manifest to us;
As it is impossible for a lowly mortal
“To signify by words trans-humanising”,23
“Such is the will there where they can
What they want”;24 nor he can judge about this
Whose sight is as short as a span.
XI.
But they crowned thee with those leaves
By which Caesar triumphs, o poet,
And thou werest admitted to so deep a light,
“That to see that much no second one rised”,25
“Intellectual light full of love”,26
And nevertheless, by grace, by conserving sane
“After so much seeing thy affects”.27
XII.
Now, after so many centuries of oblivion,
“Thy shadow returns, that had departed”,28
And everybody repeats the saying of that great
“Michael, more than a mortal, a divine angel”,
“Whose equal had not thy exile on earth
As a man greater than thee here never was”,
And remember the grave at Santa Croce [Church in Florence]
That shouts to the world in its muted language:
“Honour ye the very high poet,
Who over the others flies like an eagle!”29

23

Paradiso 1.70.
Inferno 4.95–96.
25
Paradiso 10.114.
26
Paradiso 30.40.
27
Paradiso 33.36.
28
A modification of “Onorate l’altissimo poeta; / l’ombra sua torna, ch’era dipartita” [“Honour ye the
most high poet; His shadow returns, that had departed”] (Inferno 4.80–81). In Dante’s own text, the
setting is in Limbo.
29
The last line is found in Inferno 4.96.
24
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10

11

12
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4. Some Other Jewish Engagement with Dante in Trieste,
and Partial Hebrew Translations from Italy
Apart from Saul Formiggini, there was some contemporary Hebrew writing in
Trieste: Aron Luzzatto published in 1857 a Hebrew-Italian dictionary, but the main
intellectual involved was Samuel David Luzzatto, Della Torre’s colleague at the
rabbinic school in Padua. Moreover, there were Jewish contexts in which Dante was
mentioned. Marina Arbib (2014) wrote about “Flora Sofia Clementina Friedenberg
née Randegger (1824–1910), a Jewish woman from Trieste, [who] was a teacher,
pioneer, and writer. She grew up in the milieu of well-known rabbi and scholar
Samuel David Luzzatto (1800–1865). 30 This milieu combined deep attachment to
Jewish tradition with appreciation of the wider European culture” (ibid., p. 272).
Randegger was twice, in 1856–58 and 1864–66, in Jerusalem, in order to establish
a school for Jewish girls there, and published in Trieste in 1869 an Italian diary of her
travels (Friedenberg 1869). Arbib points out (ibid., p. 275, citing RandeggerFriedenberg 1864) that “in her translation of the Book of Joshua, Randegger uses a
quotation from Dante’s Inferno (I, 83–84) as a motto”, about zeal in seeking a book.
Dante was referring to Virgil’a Aeneid, whereas Randegger was referring to the
Hebrew Bible.
After mentioning Saul Formiggini’s translation, Arbib explains (2014, p. 276):
Dante was […] the authoritative source that cultured people of those days, including
Randegger, referred to in order to be considered culturally up-to-date. It also is important
to remember that Dante, celebrated as the greatest Italian poet, played a significant role in
the struggle for emancipation among Italian Jews and was also the leading figure among
Italian-speaking Jews ruled by the Hapsburg.

This was expressed, as both Salah (2013) and Arbib (2014) have pointed out, in
seeking Jewish equivalents of Dante (Moses of Rieti, Immanuel Romano), and in
direct engagement with Dante’s text.
The ideological purpose was to show the closeness of Dante to Judaism and how
identifying culturally with Dante, the Jews were participants in the universal spirit and,
since they also took part in non-Jewish culture, were worthy of emancipation. In contrast
to them, there were Jewish intellectuals, like Rabbi Lelio Della Torre and Luzzatto, who
saw Dante’s vision of the world and theology as opposed to Judaism. (Arbib 2014,
p. 277).

And yet, Luzzatto participated in the 1865 Dante celebrations with a Hebrew
sonnet (published in the Corriere Israelitico) in praise of Dante, the greatest poet,
even comparable to the prophets of old; that sonnet was translated twice into Italian.
It is striking that it was precisely rabbis — Vittorio Castiglioni (Trieste, 1840 –
Rome, 1911), and Emilio Schreiber, in Hebrew Immanuèl Sofèr (Verona, 1872 –
Trieste, 1941) — who in Italy had engaged with translating into Hebrew texts by
Dante, in the early 20th century. In part, they would have done so because of the quite
major challenge, and they were Italy’s Hebraists. But they certainly did because of
how affectionate they were to their Italianness, and because of the affinity they felt for
Dante’s sincerity and ethical austerity (apart from his sentiments for the married

30

As Arbib (2014) points out, Luzzatto was close to the Randegger family.
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Beatrice, but I guess they really did not mind that detail, as Dante Alighieri was
anyway by no means a member of their congregation).
When Emilio Schreiber, both a Hebraist and a classicist, published in 1924 his
Hebrew translation of the first canto of the Divine Comedy, the title was bilingual, in
Hebrew and in French. His translation into Hebrew of Alessandro Manzoni’s ode Il 5
Maggio (on Napoleon’s death) was prized by the Académie de France with the
palmarès académiques.

Samuel David Luzzatto.

Lelio Della Torre.

Vittorio Castiglioni.

Emilio Schreiber.

5. Dante’s Inferno as Translated into Yiddish by Shmuel Kokhav-Shtern
In Kaunas/Kovno, Lithuania, in 1932, a translation of Inferno into Yiddish as Der
Gehinom appeared (as part of Die Gottliche Komedie); it was made Shmuel KokhavShtern from Dante’s Italian. [Salah (2013) simply signals the translation by Shmuel
Stern (Kokhav)” on p. 186, in Table 3.] It was published by Der Stern. Sheva Zucker
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of the League for Yiddish in New York remarked to me in emails in January 2017:
“The only thing I could find was the small paragraph in the Leksikon fun der Nayer
yidisher literature” (I received the scan); “that’s the whole thing. He, apparently, did
not have time to be that prolific”. He was born in Lithuania, and apparently perished
under the Nazis.
The entry of 17 lines from Vol. 4 of the eight-volume Leksikon fun der nayer
yidisher literater (New York: Alveltlekher yidisher kultur-kongres/Congress for
Jewish Culture, 1981), p. 341, col. 1, left blank the years of his birth and death. The
entry, signed my “M.Y.”, states that “Sh. Kokhav-Shtern” was born in Lithuania and
there killed by the Nazis; that he wrote wrote Der Gehinnom, a free translation from
the Italian original of Dante’s Inferno (it was a book of 137 pages, and there is a
quotation from a review by Sh. Niger), and that moreover, in 1932 Kokhav Stern
released Poemes fun der royter Moskve (Poems of Red Moscow). It was a pamphlet of
42 pages, printed in 1932 in Kovno. My thanks to Borekh Blum of the League for
Yiddish for his help with the entry.

16

The surname Kokhav is the Hebrew literal translation of Yiddish Shtern, i.e.,
German Stern ‘star’ (cf. the English surname Starr). The entry for “Kokhav-Shtern,
Sh.” In the same column in the Leksikon is preceded by the entry for “Kokhav,
Mordekahi-Aryeh”, this being the pen-name of Mordekhai-Aryeh Shtern, who was
born in Poland in 1908. Considering that the life of Shmuel Kokhav-Shtern was cut
short by the Holocaust, it is a cruel irony that the entry following the one for him is
for the very long lived Yehoshua-Yosef Kolbo (Kolbe), born in Warsaw (but
according to another vesion, in Brisk, i.e., Brest-Litovsk) in 1807, and who died on 26
June 1920.
I reckon that the information about Shmuel Kokhav-Shtern having perished during
the Holiocaust is based on the only bibliographical entry from after the Holocaust at
the end of the biographical entry for him in the Leksikon, namely, a book about
Lithuanin Jewry by N.Y. Gottlieb, pubolished in New York in 1951.

6. Later Translations of the Divine Comedy into Hebrew
Hebrew full translations of Dante’s Divine Comedy and Vita Nuova only became
available in the 1940s and 1950s. The translator was Immanuel Olsvanger (Grajewo,
Poland, 1888 – Jerusalem, 1961). Those two translations of his were published in
Jerusalem by Tarshish Books, where he was an editor. Olswanger was prized in 1946
for his translation of the Divine Comedy. It was published in three volumes (in a small
format: in-16) in 1944–1956.

Ze’ev (Vladimir) Jabotinsky.

Immanuel Olsvanger.

The poet, essayist, and prominent politician Ze’ev (Vladimir) Jabotinsky (Odessa,
1880 – Hunter, New York, 1940) partly translated into Hebrew the Divine Comedy,
while in prison for leading the Jewish resistance to the Jerusalem pogrom of 1920
(Halkin 2014). Jabotinsky’s partial translation of the Divine Comedy was never
published. Its manuscript is at the Jabotinsky Institute. Debenedetti Stow wrote (2014
p. 96): “È a tutt’oggi considerata la migliore dal punto di vista poetico, per l’impegno
nel riprodurre fedelmente il metro della terzina dantesca” (“It is still considered the
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best from the poetic viewpoint, because of its commitment to faithfully reproduce the
metre of Dante’s terza rima”). Citing Miron (2011), Lewis Glinert states (2017,
p. 207): “But arguably ‘the historic moment in modern Hebrew poetry’, for the
literary historian Dan Miron, was the appearance in 1924 of the translations from
dante and Poe by the charismatic Russian-Zionist politician-litterateur Zeev
Jabotinsky — in an Israeli rhythm and graphic modernistic style totally shorn of
classical allusions. A similar sea change was then under way among Hebrew poets in
America”.
Debenedetti-Stow (2014, my trans) had little good to say of another translation:
“The translation by Aryeh Stav, of 2007, which has the only advantage of being very
readable, does not deserve lingering on it any further”. The poet Aryeh Stav, born in
1939, has also translated the Vita Nuova. The problem is that he translates massively,
and in a hurry because he has such an intensive schedule. In 2007 he also published a
book comprising a selection of poetry from the Arthurian cycle, as well as a volume
translating the Poema del Cid.
Luisa Ferretti Cuomo, who moved to Israel from Italy in 1963, and who in 2008
retired from the Hebrew University, had a relatively young colleague, Yoav Rinon
(his Ph.D. is of 1997), translate Inferno (Tófet) into Hebrew under her guidance. This
resulted in a book of 766 pages, published by Carmel in 2013 with her Hebrew
commentary (her fuller, Italian commentary is about to be published in Italy as part of
a prestigious critical edition whose editor in chief is Paolo Trovato). In a sample
(published in the summer of 2016) of the project, comprising an introduction and
Ferretti Cuomo’s Italian commentary to the last canto of Inferno, the leading editor in
Italy has pointed out how Ferretti Cuomo’s commentary has features of both the
Italian tradition (privileging philology) and the American tradition (privileging the
narrative) of Dante commentaries. Ferretti Cuomo is having Purgatorio translated
into Hebrew by Ioram Melcer (Yoram Melzer),31 a journalist and prolific professional
translator who has most often translated from Spanish. Of Rinon’s translation,
Debenedetti-Stow states (2014, my trans.):
The translator made the effort to reflect as much as possible Dante’s rhythm and rhyme,
and the translation, even though it is clear and modern, aims, in its choice of the
corresponding Hebrew terms, to preserve the richness of the semantic field of the
original lemmas. As for the rich commentary, it offers an opening of the text at several
levels, from the simplest, catering to the least prepared reader, to the most detailed,
which provides the scholar with a landscape of the various critical problems, and lingers
in particular — and in this, it reflects Luisa Cuomo’s area of Dante research — on
matters of philological exegesis, and concerning the relation between Dante’s text and
the Bible’s. Moreover, a new translation of the entire Divine Comedy, by Reuven Coen,
has just been published.

It took 15 years for Roberto Coen, born in Florence32 in 1941, and who is Reuven
Cohen in Israel, to complete his own translation of the Divine Comedy. It was the
31

Ioram Melcer was born in Haifa, in northwestern Israel, the son of Rita Melcer, the translator into
Hebrew of the novels of Gabriel García Marquez. Part of his childhood was in Honduras: he attended
the American school in Tegucigalpa. In 1972, his family returned to Israel.
32
The Coen family hid Roberto at a convent/orphanage during the German occupation. After the war,
the father worked as the beadle of the Florence synagogue. The family moved to Israel in 1949.
Roberto / Reuven was raised at Kibbutz Gal‘ed, whose member he was until 1970. He then moved to
Jerusalem. In his CV, from which I quote with permission, he states: “My love for Dante’s ‘Divine
Comedy’ arose when I found out that in my family, living in Florence — Dante’s city, ‘La divina
commedia’ was well known. My brother and sister learned it in school, and I, the youngest one, never
got to. I was especially amazed when my brother, who is eleven years older than me, recited by heart
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subject of a lecture at the Società Dante Alighieri in Haifa, and in the event, Luisa
Ferretti Cuomo was encouraging. She has been his teacher of the Divina Commedia at
the Hebrew University.

Luisa Ferretti Cuomo.

Yoav Rinon.

Reuven Cohen
(Roberto Coen).

Aryeh Stav.

entire ‘cantos’ of it. At some point I was exposed to Immanuel Olsvanger’s translation to the ‘Comedy’,
and I thought that finally I have found some kind of solution. I was much disappointed when I found
out that I could not understand much from this translation. I realized that in order for me to understand
this glorified piece, I would have to make a greater effort. Through the years I translated some
fragments here and there, and my yearning grew as I kept going. I became aware that I have a debt —
to myself and to the ‘Commedia’”.
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The Israeli Hebrew-language poet and writer Yehuda Amichai (this was his name
from around 1946) was born Ludwig Pfeuffer in Würzburg in 1924, moved to prestate Israel (to the town of Petah Tikva) in 1935, and died in Jerusalem in 2000.
Oxford University’s Glenda Abramson has claimed (1990, p. 249) that his use of the
Ulysses myth is through Dante’s Ulisse. This is in Amichai’s Odysseus-like character
Takis Sinopolous, a Greek poet based in Rome. Abramson states (ibid.):
Nor do the Israeli poets’ rendition of Odysseus recall Canto XXVI of The Inferno, […]
Amichai alone of the Israeli poets creates an aged voyager, Takis Sinopolous, whose
quest, although curtailed by infirmity, most resembles that of Dante’s Ulysses:
Sinopoulos “listens” and he “hears”. The constant attribute of all the judaized Odysseus is
weary old age; the location of the story is either in confrontation with the dead or in
Odysseus’s exhausted return home.

Abramson (2005) is a survey, “Dante and Modern Hebrew Literature”. Abramson
(2010) is concerned with the treatment of the First War World in verse by the
Hebrew-language poet Uri Zevi Greenberg, who was born in Bilyi Kamin, Galicia in
1896, was raised in Lemberg (now Lviv), and died in Ramat-Gan, Israel, in 1981.
Greenberg’s experience of fighting during the First World War was lived and relived
by him traumatically; this found expression in his verse, which was Expressionist.
“Like Dante and Virgil in Hell he observes and describes” (Abramson 2010, see pp.
18–19).

Yehuda Amichai.

Uri Zvi Grinberg (Greenberg).
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Heinz Pflaum
Lea Goldberg in 1958. Photo:
Giuseppe Sermoneta
(Hiram Peri) in
Grubner. Hebrew University (Joseph Baruch Sermoneta), in
1938 at the Hebrew Univ.
in Jerusalem.
an image of the Hebrew
in Jerusalem.
University.

7. Dante Research by Israeli Academics
We have already mentioned Luisa Ferretti Cuomo as a commentator on the Divine
Comedy, and promoter of translations. Her articles about Dante often identify
precisely the Bible’s influence on him. She graduated in Bologna in 1963, moved to
Israel, and earned a Ph.D. in the history of Italian in 1975, at the Hebrew University,
where her academic career unfolded from 1966, up to her retirement in 2008. From
1981, she was Chair of the Departments of Italian Language and Literature and
Romance Studies. We have also come across, when discussing Moses of Rieti, a
lecturer whose Dante papers are from the 2010s, Leon Jacobowitz Efron. Israeli
scholars who have published about Dante include, e.g., the Romanist Heinz Pflaum
(at least as early as 1949, known as Hiram Peri), born in Berlin in 1900. He moved to
Palestine in 1925, taught at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and died in 1962. In
1936, Heinz Pflaum published in the Giornale Dantesco an article entitled “Il modus
tractandi della Divina Commedia”. In 1938, he published in Florence a volume with
the same title. In 1955, Hiram Peri (Pflaum) published an article entitled “The
Original Plan of the Divine Comedy”. Pflaum had studied in Florence (Sh.Z.
Margulies, the director of the Collegio Rabbinico Italiano, was a teacher of his).
Already during his time in Italy, Pflaum (Peri) formed close contacts with the
Romanist Leonardo Olschki. In Israel, Hiram Peri promoted Italian studies, as well as
translations from Italian literature. Sandra Debenedetti Stow (2014) provides some
background about Peri’s scholarly formation, and enumerates initiatives by others
spawned by his promotion of Italian culture and Italian studies in Israel. A publication
list of Hiram Peri can be found in Klausner (1963).
A prominent Hebrew-language poet, the Romanist Lea Goldberg (Konigsberg,
1911 – Jerusalem, 1970), chaired Peri’s department after his demise. Her publications
include an article in Italian about Dante’s influence on Dostoievski (Goldberg 1965).
Giuseppe Sermoneta (Rome, 1924 – Israel, 1992) of the Hebrew University published
sporadically about Dante,33 including the entry for him in the Encyclopaedia Judaica.

33

He did in the Hiram Peri memorial volume (Lazar 1963), and in Studi Medievali, 3rd s., 6(2), 1965.
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Sandra Debenedetti-Stow is a retired professor of Bar-Ilan University (in RamatGan in the Greater Tel-Aviv area), where she was the Head of the Department of
Comparative Literature. She was born in Rome and arrived in Israel in 1976. She has
researched Italian Jewish dialects; Medieval literature and culture, especially 12thcentury neo-Platonism; medieval Italian literature, especially the writings of Dante
Alighieri; Renaissance Italian literature; and modern Italian literature, especially the
writings of Italo Calvino and Umberto Eco. Her research about Dante includes an
article about this-worldly friendship and God’s friendship from the viewpoint of
Dante’s anagogical (spiritual) message. That article appeared in the journal Divus
Thomas (Debenedetti Stow 2012). Another article of hers draws a comparison
between Dante and Rashi, the 11th-century Jewish exegete from Troyes: “Tra mondo
fisico e mondo metafisico: semiotica del testo tra Rashi e Dante”, in the journal Dante
(Debenedetti Stow 2009). In her article “La mistica ebraica come chiave per
l’apertura del livello anagogico del testo dantesco”, Debenedetti Stow (2009 [2011])
interprets the eagle in Dante’s Paradiso in relation to both his political and religious
ideals, and a possible contact with the mystical theories of Abraham Abulafia (1240–
ca. 1291). Most importantly, Sandra Debenedetti Stow is the author of the book Dante
e la mistica ebraica (2003), about the substrate of Neo-Platonic ideas shared by Dante
and Jewish mysticism.
Note that some authors have discussed Dante’s contrappasso jointly with early
rabbinic equivalents. This was done by the Italian-born, naturalised Israeli rabbi
Menachem Emanuele Artom (1988), and by an American scholar (Cronbach 1964).
Cf. Nissan (2014).
Leon Jacobowitz Efron has been researching both Dante and a Jewish author,
Moses of Rieti (Rieti, 1388 – Rome, 1467 or 1460), who responded to Dante (Nissan
2017a). Much of Leon Jacobowitz Efron’s research (2012b, 2013a, 2013b) focuses on
textual or visual receptions of Dante within Catholic orthodoxy in Italy, as early as the
“Credo di Dante”, a pseudo-Dantean text authored by Antonio Beccari da Ferrara
(1315–c. 1373), which fits in versions of a legend about Dante exonerating himself
from a charge of heresy by writing that poem.
Efron, a history lecturer at Shalem College in Jerusalem, was a research fellow at
Columbia University’s Italian Academy for Advanced Studies. All his academic
degrees are from Tel Aviv University, where his doctoral dissertation about the
religious reception of Dante won an award. He has published a Hebrew popularistic
booklet, ‘Olamó shel Dante (Dante’s World), in the Broadcasted University series.
Efron (2012a) pointed out, in the abstract of a talk he gave in March 2012 at the
Dante and the Christian Imagination Conference: “Like many Italian Jews, Rieti had
an ambivalent and complex relationship with the Christian culture around him, and
thus, although he admits in the opening lines of this work that Dante inspired his style,
Rieti rejects any Dantean influence on the contents of his work”. Efron detected
“some major parallelisms of Rieti’s and Dante’s thought”. Tantalisingly, within the
second part (the Hekhal) of Moses of Rieti’s The Lesser Temple (Miqdash Mĕ‘áṭ),
Efron focused on the second canto, Mĕ‘on haSho’ălím (The Abode of the Suppliants,
literally The Abode of Those Who Ask), “a text which was incorporated by Italian
Jews as part of their penitential liturgy”;34 Efron claimed that it “bears strong Dantean
34

“The second song in the second part, the ‘Abode of the Suppliants’, was recited as a liturgical poem
in the synagogues. It has been translated many times into Italian, in both prose and verse — by Eliezer
Maẓliaḥ ben Abraham Cohen (Venice, 1585), the poetess Deborah Ascarelli (Venice, 1601–2), Samuel
de Castel Nuovo (Venice, 1609), and by many others; these translations are still extant in manuscript”
(Jacobs and Broydé 1906).
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allusions and may also be linked with the mendicant [i.e., the mendicant orders’] trend
to use Dante in [Catholic] sermons on penitence” (Efron, ibid.).

8. Concluding Remarks
We have seen elsewhere (Nissan 2017a) that Jewish authors have engaged with Dante
even in his own days (Immanuel Romano) or in the 15th century (Moses of Rieti), and
that while addressing a general audience (instead of just a Jewish audience), Leone
Ebreo, i.e., Judah Abravanel (Portugal, ca. 1465 – Italy, ca. 1535), in his influential
Dialoghi d’amore (Dialogues of Love), of 1535, studded his text with intertextual
references, including to Dante Alighieri, as well as to Petrarch and to Boccaccio, as
detected by Roberto Bonfil.
Many Italian Jews in the 19th century wrote about Dante, or even were significant
contributors as literati to the Italian national celebration of Dante, as part of their
seeking integration in Italian society (Salah 2013, Nissan 2017b). One of the effects
of that goal was a tendency to embrace a view by which Dante was friendly to a
particular Jew (Immanuel) or more beningn towards the Jews than his contemporaries.
That view took an extreme form with Flaminio Servi (1893), whereas another rabbi,
Lelio Della Torre, could lucidly see that Dante, admirable as he was as a poet, partook
of the prejudices of his times (Nissan 2017b, Salah 2013). In the 19th century, Simeon
Solomon in England drew or painted on Dante themes, because of his early
association with the Pre-Raphaelites. Lorenzo Da Ponte, Mozart’s librettist, and who
was born Jewish in Ceneda but was raised a Catholic from his early teens, was the
United States’ earliest professor of Italian, and promoted Dante appreciation there
(Nissan 2017b). Jewish engagement with Dante other than in Italy boomed in the 20th
century, in part because of Dante interest for world literature, and in part as an aspect
of the integration of Jews in American academia (2017b).
In the present article, we have seen that Hebrew translations of an entire canticle of
the Divine Comedy began to appear in 1869, have sporadically appeared (once in
Yiddish, too, shortly before the Holocaust) in the 20th century, and multiplied in
Israel in the early 21st. Dante scholarship in Italy has produced interesting results.
The Jewish case of engagement with Dante has historically been complex and
multifaceted. It is an illustration of how engaging with Dante in given ethnic or
national context has sometimes taken on forms that are far from obvious.
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